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A must see in Orlando, Florida
Pao Gostoso Bakery with Brazilian flare
Orlando FL, August 3rd, 2015; Founded in 2004, Pao Gostoso Bakery began
with the one goal, providing customers with classic and fresh Brazilian
baked goods in a warm, friendly atmosphere.
By doing everything from scratch and baking all products on-site, they try
to preserve the delicious and real taste of fresh real cakes, pastries and
breads to bring back that delightful, warm feeling of a Brazilian Bakery.
Each day and in every location, they bake everything using the finest
ingredients. From Cheese Breads to Coconut Cakes, treats are meant to
take you to a tasteful food exploratory trip to Brazil and its neighborhood
bakeries. You can also order cake, sweet delights and famous Brazilian
savory party pastries to your next birthday party or office meeting.
Whatever the occasion, Pao Gostoso is here to make life a little sweeter.
Oscartek Metro Model cases used in Florida mall location
At Florida Mall, Pão Gostoso Bakery, is a bustling cake and pastry shop
where Brazilian expatriots and visitors alike can be found downing açai, cashew or fresh cane juice while chomping on assorted

“salgadinhos,” or small baked goods. Of note are the traditional condensed milk and cheese breads and the scrumptious éclairs,
puddings and cakes beckoning from the large glass display case. You’ll also find fried chicken sticks, empanadas and kibbeh-like
meatball patties, as well as hearty sandwiches oozing creamy catupiry cheese. Though English is spoken, it wouldn’t hurt to brush up
on your Portuguese… a definite place to visit. For more info please visit www.pagostoso.com
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How refrigeration changed the way we eat
and live
August 5, 2015
Can you imagine your life without access to a refrigerator? How about having an ice box at
home that needs to be replenished?
Maybe we should have a refrigeration appreciation month because we so often take the
appliance–and the whole concept of artificial cooling–for granted.
In his new book "Chilled: How Refrigeration Changed The World And Might Do So Again,
science writer Tom Jackson describes what our diets would look like without the power of
cooling.
"Your fruit basket would be quite empty," Jackson says. "Even though we don't necessarily
keep all of our fruit in the fridge all year round, it's all being kept nice and chilled on its
journey towards your home. Some of the journeys will have been hundreds if not
thousands of miles–and without refrigeration you wouldn't have any of it."
What else might we miss? Fish. You'd have to actually live in proximity to bodies of water
to get fresh fish. Nowadays, fish is quickly frozen and then defrosted after traveling to your grocery store.
And some dairy would be a different story too.
"Milk can survive quite a long time. Butter would be a different experience," Jackson says. "It would be quite sloppy."
Before refrigeration, as we know it, people would use other systems–like burying vegetables in root cellars–to preserve food. Although
domestic refrigerators cameonto the scene in the early 20th century, Americans mostly used iceboxes into the 1920s,

according to Jackson.
By 1937, there were two million units in North America and the number
continued to climb rapidly from there. Fast forward to today and our major food
distribution is totally dependent on a cold chain system.
"If malign forces wanted to bring civilization to its knees, they need not infect
the Internet with viruses, they have no need to launch a military conquest, or
interfere with the money supply. All they need to do is turn all the fridges off,"
Jackson writes. "If the cold chain broke, society would collapse."
And food preservation is not the only major advancement refrigeration brought us.
"The ability to use heat to make things cold, not only changed the way we consume food but it also allows us to do a whole lot of other
things. Air conditioning obviously, which is basically refrigerators split in half with the cool bit inside the house and the hot bit outside,"
Jackson says.

Cooling technology also enables us to extract gases out of the atmosphere, like
liquid oxygen, for example, which is inside rocket engines and used to make steel.
"Without being able to control substances using cold when we need to, our
technologies would not be what they are today," explains Jackson.
As for the future of refrigeration, Jackson describes developing technologies like
magnetic refrigeration, ice that burns, quantum computers and even preserving
bodies after death in "Chilled."
"The world needs new fuels and new ways to store power. It's not possible to turn
renewables like solar power and wind energy on and off when we need them,"
Jackson writes. "They make electricity when the correct conditions prevail and frequently that won't tally with when we need the power.
So the race is on to find ways to store that harnessed energy in a reusable form."

Listen to The Pulse Fridays at 9 a.m. and Sundays at 10 a.m. on WHYY-FM.

